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The Box Game is a two-player game introduced by Chv~ital and Erd6s. The Maker and the 
Breaker, take turns in claiming previously unclaimed elements of given paitwise disjoint sets. 
At each move, the Maker claims p elements and the Breaker claims q elements. The Maker 
wins if and only if he claims all elements of one of the given sets. 
We give a solution to this game. 
.I. Introduction 
The Box Game is a two-player game introduced by Chv~ital and Erd6s in [1] as 
a particular case of a natural generalization of positional games. The game is 
played on n pairwise disjoint non-empty (finite) sets A1, A2, • . . ,  A,. At each of 
their moves the players, called the Maker and the Breaker, claim at most q resp. 
p elements from the sets. The objective of the Maker is to claim all elements from 
one of the A{s the objective of the Breaker is to prevent him to succeed. 
The Box Game can be seen as a variant of the Shannon Switching Game. 
Consider a path of length n, joining two vertices x0 and Xl with multiple edges. 
Let Ai be the ith set of parallel edges (1 ~< i ~< n). Then the Maker is the Cut 
player of [2] (playing q edges at each move) and the Breaker is the Short player 
(playing p edges). 
In [1], where several other games are also discussed, Chv~ital and Erd6s state a 
solution of the Box Game in the case p = 1, q unrestricted and the A{s almost 
equal in size (Theorem 2.1, however the proof given in [1] seems incorrect, el. 
the Note after Corollary 5.4). In the present paper we give a complete solution to 
the Box Game. 
The Box Game can be presented as the Candy Box game. Suppose you are 
offering candies to your friends. There are several turns. Under what cir- 
cumstances are you sure to be able to taste at least one candy of each kind? With 
A1, A2, • • . ,  A,  representing the candies of each kind, your friends as the Maker 
and yourself as the Breaker are playing the (Candy) Box Game. The two players 
will be called here "Pickwick" (= the Breaker) and "the Club" (= the Maker), by 
reference to the famous novel where a similar situation takes place. 
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2. First properties 
By a game we will mean a Box Game. In order to specify, we use the term 
(p, q)-game. 
Let ~ = (Ai: i • I) be a (p, q)-game. A move C of Pickwick (resp. the Club) is 
a subset of [,_ji~zAi with cardinality <~p (resp. ~<q). We denote by s4 -  C the 
(p, q)-game obtained from (A i -  C: i • I) by deleting the void sets, where the 
Club (resp. Pickwick) plays first if C is a Pickwick (resp. Club) move. 
As for the Shannon Switching game, we assume that the Club plays first, unless 
the contrary is specified. 
Chv~ital and Erd6s observed in [1] that a move of Pickwick can be considered 
as the deletion of p '  sets (p' ~< p). We adopt this point of view. In particular we 
will say that Pickwick deletes ome sets. 
A game which is winning for Pickwick (resp. the Club) against all strategies of 
the other player is called a Pickwick (resp. Club) game. 
Lemma 2.1. The (p, q)-game is equivalent o the (p, q)-game with the additional 
condition that Pickwick (resp. the Club) plays exactly p (resp. q) elements at each 
move except for the ending move. 
The proof of this lemma is easy. 
Lemma 2.2. Let ~ = (Ai: i • I), ~3 = (Bi: i • I) be two (p, q)-games having the 
same first player such that IAil < lnil for every i• I .  I f  ~ (resp. ~3) is a 
Pickwick-game (resp. Club-game), then ~ (resp. ~)  is also a Pickwick-game 
(resp. Club-game). 
The proof is obvious. 
Lemma 2.3. Let s~ = (A1 , . . . ,  An) be a Pickwick (p, q)-game, where Pickwick 
plays first, such that [All I> In21 >I IAnl. Let p' = Man(p, n). Then, the 
deletion of An, An- l ,  • • •, An-p'+l is a winning move of Pickwick. 
Proof. The lemma is Obvious if p i> n. 
Suppose p < n. Let (A/; i • J) be a winning move for Pickwick, where [J[ ~<p. If 
[ J [<p, we take J '  = J  such that I J ' [=p.  It is clear that (A i : i • J ' )  is also a 
winning move. Therefore, we may assume that [J[ =p.  
Let (Ai: i ~ J) = (As(i): 1 ~< i ~< n -p ) ,  where j(1) ~<](2) <~.-- <~j(n - p). We see 
easily that IAi[ >I lAw)I, i ~< n - p. 
By Lemma 2.2, An, An-l ,  • • •, An-p+~ is a winning move of Pickwick. [] 
By Lemma 2.3, the (p, q)-Box Game is equivalent o the (p, q)-Box Game 
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with the additional rule that Pickwick deletes always p sets with minimal 
cardinalities. From now on, this rule is assumed. 
A Club-game (Ai: i • I) is said to be minimal if (Ai: i • I ' )  is a Pickwick game 
for every proper subset I '  of I. 
2.4. Let ~ = (As: i • I) be a minimal Club-game, C be a winning move for Cut. 
= (Bj: j ~ J) be the game obtained from ~-  C by deleting p sets of minimal 
cardinalities. Then ~d is a minimal Club-game. 
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Let (Bj: j e J') be a Club-game where J '  is a proper 
subset of J. Let (As: i • I1) be the family of sets deleted by Pickwick in ~t - C. Let 
12 = {i • I [ Ai contains Bj for some j ~J'}. After the first move C N (~.Jiei1u12Ai) 
and the succeeding Pickwick move on (Ai: i • 11 U I2), we obtain a Club game. 
This contradicts the minimality of ~t (observe that 11 U 12 is a proper subset of 
I). [] 
Proposition 2.5. Let ~ = (Ai: i ~ J) be a minimal (p, q)-Club game. Then 111 - 1 
is a multiple of p. 
Proof. By induction. The result is obvious for [I[ <~p. Suppose it is true for every 
/, with [I[ ~< n. Let C be the first Club move. The game obtained by deletion of 
the p smallest sets of M - C is a minimal Club-game. By the induction hypothesis, 
[ I [ -p  - 1 is a multiple of p. Hence [ I [ -  1 is a multiple of p. [] 
The (p, q)-Box Game is trivial if p > q. We shall assume in the remaining part 
of the paper that p <~ q. 
If p = q, we see easily that Pickwick wins, The Club playing first if and only if 
[A,[ ~>P + 1 for every i. We suppose from now on that p < q. 
Corollary 2.6. Let (A1, . . . , A , )  be a game such that IAll >~ IA I ~> IA, I. Let 
n' be the greatest integer such that n'<~ n and n ' -1  is a multiple of p. Then 
(A1, • • • , A~) is winning for the Club if and only if (A~-~,+I, •• • , An) is winning 
for the Club. 
This is an easy consequence of Proposition 2.5. 
Using this corollary, we may restrict ourselves without loss of generality to 
games (As: i • I), where I I I- 1 is a multiple of p. 
3. The Normalized Box Game 
It follows from Section 2 that the Box Game played on sets is actually 
equivalent to a game played on decreasing sequences of integers (since obviously 
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only the cardinalities of the sets Ai are relevant, but not the actual elements or 
the ordering of the Ai's). Furthermore, by Lemma 2.3 we may assume that at 
each of his moves Pickwick deletes p sets of smallest available cardinalities. We 
call this game the Normalized Box Game. Before giving a precise definition, we 
first introduce some notations: 
In the sequel a decreasing integer sequence is a finite sequence of integer 
a = (a~, a2, • • •, an) n I> 1, such that a~ >I a2 I>" • • >1 an I> 1. We set l(a) = n, the 
length of a, and [a[ =a l  +a2+' - -+an,  the size of a. Given two decreasing 
integer sequences a, b we write a~b if l(a)>~l(b) and ai~bi  for i=  
1, 2 , . . . ,  l(b ). 
The Normalized Box Game is a two-player game played on decreasing integer 
sequences by "Pickwick" and "the Club". The first move is a Club move. Let a 
be a position, i.e., a decreasing integer sequence. 
(1) Pickwick has to move: if l(a) <.p, then Pickwick wins. Otherwise Pickwick 
deletes the last p elements of a. 
(2) The Club has to move: if one element of a is <~q, then the Club wins. 
Otherwise the Club replaces a by another decreasing integer sequence b satisfying 
b ~<a and [a l -  Ib I = q. The move of the Club is the sequence a -  b = (ax -  
b~, a2 - b2, . . •, atfa) - btfa)). We note that l(b) = l(a). 
Proposition 3.1. The Box Game played on n pairwise disjoint non-empty sets 
A1,  A2 ,  • • • , An, the Club playing first, is winning for Pickwick, resp. the Club, 
if and only if the Normalized Box Game on the decreasing sequence of cardinalities 
of  the Ai's is winning for Pickwick resp. the Club. 
The proof is obvious. 
Pickwick's moves being uniquely determined by positions, the Normalized Box 
Game is actually a one-player game. In the next section we will establish that a 
certain uniquely defined move is always optimal for the Club, thus achieving to 
reduce the Box Game to a straightforward algorithm. 
4. The Uniformizing strategy 
Let a = (al, a2 , . . . ,  an) be a decreasing integer sequence. For p an integer 
l<~p<~l(a) we set Dp(a)=(al ,  a2, . . . ,an_~,)  or, more simply, D(a)= 
(al, a2, . . . , an_p). 
Let T(a) be the tableau constituted by n columns of respectively ax, a2, • • •, an 
elements indexed by the integers from 1 to la[ as shown in Fig. 1 (the indexation 
amounts to the lexicographic product of two orders: the height of an element in 
its column and the index of the column). 
Let q be an integer, 1 ~< q < lal. Let a' be the decreasing integer sequence such 
that T(a') is obtained from T(a) by deleting the q elements of greatest indices. 
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T(a )  
26 
24 
21 
18 
13 
7 
27 
25 
22 23 "I 
19 20 
14 15 
8 9 
2 3 
16 
10 
4 
T(a') 
r .... I . . . .  ! 
4 
DQ~ ~, JO~Q 4 
l 
I I 
0 
18 19 20 
17 13 14 15 16 
11 12 7 8 9 10 
5 6 1 2 3 4 
17 
11 12 
5 6 
a = (7 ,7 ,5 ,3 ,3 ,2 )  a '  = U6(a ) = (5 ,4 ,4 ,3 ,3 ,2 )  
Fig. 1. 
We set Uq(a)=a' or, more simply, U(a)=a' .  The move a-Uq(a)  is an 
admissible move in the Box Game if al(o)~q+l. The Uniformizing Strategy for the 
Club consists in playing a-  Uq(a) in position a unless al(o)<<-q, where the Club 
wins by definition. We will prove in this section that the Uniformizing Strategy is 
an optimal strategy for the Club under a certain minimality hypothesis. 
We say that a Normalized Game (al, a2 , . . . ,  an), al>~a2>~ '''>~an, is a 
minimal Club game ff (az, a2,. • . ,  an) is winning for the Club but (a2, • . . ,  an) is 
winning for Pickwick. 
Theorem 4.1. The Uniformizing Strategy is a winning strategy for the Club in the 
Normalized Box Game on any minimal Club Game. 
We break the proof of Theorem 4.1. into several steps. 
It is convenient o extend the definition of Dp(a) and Uq(a) to all decreasing 
integer sequences by introducing the empty sequence, denoted by ~, with l(~) = 0 
and [~[ =0.  We set Dn(a)=f~ ff l(a)<~p and Uq(a)=~ if [a[<<.q. 
Let a = (al, a2, . .  •, a.) be a decreasing integer sequence of length n = l(a) = 
kp + 1. Then (D~. uq)k(a) is either a sequence of length 1 or the empty 
sequence. We set Vk(a) = I(DI~ " Uq)k(a)l. 
Lemma 4.2. Let a, b be two decreasing integer sequences uch that b <<-a nd 
l(a) = kp + 1. Then Vk(b) <~ Vk(a). 
ProoL We have clearly U(b) < - U(a). Hence DU(b)<-DU(a).  The lemma 
follows by induction on k. [] 
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Let i, j be two integers uch that 1 <~ i < j  <<- n, a~ > ai+l, a/_ 1 > aj, a~ >>- aj + 2; let 
a = (al, a2 , . . . ,  a,,) be a decreasing integer sequence. We define a decreasing 
integer sequence Si,j(a) = (a~, a'l,. • . ,  a') by a'k = ak for 1 ~< k ~< n, k =/= i, j, and 
a~ = a i - 1, a~ = a /+ 1. Observe that Sij(a) is again a decreasing integer sequence. 
The transformation Si,j is called an elementary switching. 
The set of elementary switchings will be denoted by 5e. A transformation which 
is the composition of a sequence of elementary switchings is called a switching. 
The identity switching i, where ](a) = a for every integer sequence, is obtained as 
the composition of a void family. The set of switchings will be denoted by ~.  
Lemma 4.3. Let a = (al, a2, . . . , a,), b = (bl, b2, • • •, bin) be two integer de- 
creasing sequences uch that a <~ b. Let i, j be two integers such that Sij(a) is 
defined. Then Sij(a) <- b or there is k >I i such that Sij(a) <~ Skj(b). 
Proof. Let Si,j(a) = (a t , . . . ,  a'). Suppose Sij(a) ~ b. Then aj + 1 = a} > bj. Since 
bj t> aj we have aj = bj. We have bj-1/> aj-1 > a t = bj, hence b~-i > bj. We also 
have ai >>- bi >I bj+2 = aj+2. Let k be the greatest integer such that ak = ai. We have 
clearly Si,j(a) <<-Skj(b). [] 
Lenuna 4.4. Let a be a decreasing integer sequence. Let i, j be two integers such 
that Si,/(a) is defined. Then 
(i) OSi , j (a )  -- Si,jO(a) or  DSi,/ <<- O(a), 
(ii) USi,j(a)= U(a) or USi,j(a)= Sk,jU(a), for  a certain k < l(a). 
Proof. (i) Clearly Dl,(Si,j(a)) = Si,j(Dp(a)) if j <~ l(a) - p, Dp(Si, j(a)) <~ Dp(a) if 
j> l (a ) -p .  
(ii) Consider the tableaux T(a) and T(a') ,  at Sij(a). Clearly Sij can be seen as 
the transfer of the element er of T(a) indexed by r to a position where its index in 
T(a')  will be s < r and all indices t in T(a) with s ~< t < r are augmented by 1 in 
T(a'). (See Fig. 2.) 
Hence we have three cases (verifications are immediate). 
(1) r< la l - -q  + 1 (er and es are untouched by Uq). Then Uq(Si,j(a))-" 
S,,j(Uq(a)). 
(2) s < l a l -q  + 1 (er is deleted by Uq but not es). Let k be the column 
index of elal_ q. Then Uq(Sij(a))= Sk,j(Uq(a)). 
(3) la l -q +l <s (e, and e, are both deleted by Uq). Then Uq(Sjj(=))= 
Uq(a). [] 
Lemma 4.5. Let a be a decreasing integer sequence and S ~ fie be such that ~(a) is 
defined. Then there is T ~ fff such that DS(a)  <~ ~'D(a). 
The proof follows easily by induction on the number of elementary switchings 
in ~ using Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.4. [] 
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r=27,  
26 27 
24 25 
21 22 
18 19 
13 14 
7 8 
1 2 
s=21 
23 
20 
15 16 
9 10 
3 4 
17 
11 
5 
12 
6 
~o .oN j  
! 
| 
25 26 
22 23 
18 19 
13 14 
7 8 
1 2 
J 
24 
20 21 
15 16 
9 10 
3 4 
17 
11 12 
5 6 
a - (7 ,7 ,5 ,3 ,3 ,2 )  
Fig. 2 
a '  - S 2 4 (a )  = 
9 
(7 ,6 ,5 ,4 ,3 ,2 )  
Lemma 4.6. Let a be a decreasing integer sequence of length = kp + 1 and ~ ~ ~e. 
Then Vk(S(a)) <- Vk(a). 
Proof. By induction on the number of switchings it suffices to show that 
Vk(S(a)) <~Vk(a). We use induction on k. By definition we have Vk(S(a))= 
Vk_l(DUS(a)). By Lemma 4.4 DUS(a) is either equal to SDU(a) or is <~DU(a), 
where S 'e  5e. In both cases we have Vk_l(DUS(a))<~Vk_I(DU(a))= Vk(a) (by 
the induction hypothesis in the first case, by Lemma 4.2 in the second case). [] 
Lemma 4.7. Let a, b be two decreasing integer sequences with the same length 
such that b <-a and lal- Ibl = q. Then there is S ~ ~e such that Uq(a) = ~(b). 
Proof. Let U(a) = (a~, a~, . . . )  and b = (hi, b2, . . . ) .  The proof is by induction 
on Ei=s ..... l(,,) Ibi - a;[. 
Suppose U(a) ~ b (otherwise there is nothing to prove). The definition of U(a) 
and the relation lal- Ibl- q imply that for the smallest index i such that a~ #= bi, 
we have a~ < bi. Since I u (a ) l  - Ibl, we have a; > bj for some index j > i. 
Let r >~ i be maximal with the property br = bi and s <<-j be minimal with the 
property bs = b i. We have bi > a~ >>- a; > bj hence b, ~> bs + 2. By the choice of r 
and s we have br > b,+l and b,-1 > b~. Hence the switching S,,s can be performed 
on b. We set b' =Sr,~(b). We have clearly E[b~-a~]<~lbi -a~] .  Lemma 4.7 
follows by induction. [] 
Lemma 4.7. Let  a = (a l , . . . ,  a,) be a decreasing integer sequence which is a 
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minimal Club game, where n =pk + 1. Let a j = (a~, . . . ,  a~(j)) be the sequence 
(DU)Ja. Then a~(j) >I q + 1, for every j, 0 <<-j <~ k - 1. 
Proof. Suppose the lemma is false and let j be the smallest integer such that 
a~(j) ~< q. We have dearly j i> 1. 
The restriction of the Uniformizing Strategy to (a(j_~)p+~, a(j-z)p, • • . ,  a,) gives 
moves (with <~q elements) which are winning for the Club. As in Section 2, these 
moves can be augmented to q. This shows that a strict subgame of a is winning for 
the Club, a contradiction. [] 
By this lemma, the first k moves of the Uniformizing Strategy are admissible 
moves on a. It follows that (DU)ka is a sequence of length 1. In particular we 
have the following 
Lemma 4.8. Let a be a sequence which is a minimal Club game. Then the 
Uniformizing Strategy is winning for the Club if and only if Vk(a) <~ q. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let a be a minimal Club game. We use induction on a to 
show that the Uniformizing Strategy is a winning strategy for the Club. Let b be a 
sequence obtained from a after a Club winning move. By the induction 
hypothesis, the Uniformizing Strategy is winning for the Club on Db (Lemma 2 
shows that Db is a minimal Club game). By Lemma 4.8, Vk_l(Db) <- q. 
By Lemma 4.7, there is S e ~ such that U(a) = ~(b). By Lemma 4.5, there is 
7" e ~ such that DS(b) <~ TD(b). 
Using Lemmas 4.2 and 4.6 
Vk(a) = Vk_I(DU(a))= Vk_I(DS(b)) 
<- Vk_l(T(O(b))) <~ Vk-z(b) <~q. 
The theorem follows from Lemma 4.8. [] 
5. Uniform games 
A game (Ai: i e I) is said to be a uniform game if IA,I IAA + 1 for every 
i, j eL  
We define the function g(n;p, q) as follows: 
(1) g0 ;P ,  q )=q;  _ 
(2) g(n + p; p, q) = g(n; p, q) + q + p[g(n; p, q)/n]. 
Therefore g(n;p, q) is defined for all n of the form kp + 1, where k e N. We 
will use sometimes g(n) instead of g(n;p, q). 
l~eorem 5.1. Let (Ai: 1 <~ i <~ n) be a uniform game such that n = kp + 1, k e N 
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and lAd I> IA21 3 . . .  I> IAnl. Then the Club wins playing first if and only if 
E,.n Ia,[ ~< g(n; p, q). 
Proof .  (1) We prove by induction that the Club wins using the Uniformizing 
Strategy if ~ IA,[ <~ g(n). This is true for n = 1. Suppose it is true for (k - 1)p + 1. 
Let W be the first move of the Club. By the definition of the Uniformizing 
Strategy, (A1-  W, . . . ,  An -p -  W) is also a uniform game (observe that this 
position is obtained after the move of Pickwick). 
We prove that ~ ' -~ [A~- W I ~< g(n -p )  and (1) follows by induction. 
Case 1. There is i, n - q + l ~ i <~ n 
Since Ia l -  W[ ~ [Ai- WI + 1, then [A t 
It follows that 
such that IA, - WI < [g(n - p ) / (n  - p)]. 
- W I <~[g(n -p ) / (n  -p)] ,  j~> 1. 
n--p , [g(n - -p)]  
[A i -  Wl<- (n -p ) [  n----fi ]<-g(n -p) .  
i=l 
Case 2. IA,- Wl>~[g(n -p) / (n  -p ) ] ,  for all i>~n-p  + 1. We have 
i~=i i=l _p[g(n  -p ) ]  - IA ' -WI<-~[A i I -q  L ----p a 
<~g(n)_p[g(_ n -P ) ]  
t. n -p  a -q=g(n-p) "  
(2) We prove by induction that Pickwick wins if E~.=I IAil > g(n). This is true 
for n = 1. Suppose it is true for n -p .  Let ~7=1 IAil > g(n). Suppose that the Club 
wins this game. Let (A~: n-sp  <~i<~n) be a Club game with s minimal, 
~, , - s t ,  [A~I <<- g(n - sp), by induction hypothesis. Suppose s >I 1. 
It follows that IAnl<<-[g(n-sp)/(n-sp)].  It follows, using the relation 
[Ail <~ IAnl + 1 that 
/ [g (n -sp) ]  1) 
[Ai[ <~ g(n - sp) +pkL -~-:~p ] + i~n--(s--1)p 
<- g(n - (s - 1)p) + p - g < g(n - (s - 1)p), 
contradicting the minimality of s. 
Therefore s = 0. Hence (A1, A2,  • • - , An) is a minimal Club game. 
By Theorem 4.1, the Club wins using the Uniformizing Strategy. Let W be its 
first move. The game (A1 - W, . . . ,  An - W) is a uniform game. By the induction 
hypothesis, we have ~'-~' I (A i -  W)[ <~ g(n -p ) .  
It follows that [A,,_ l, - Wl<-[g(n -p) / (n -p ) ] .  
By the definition of the Uniformizing Strategy IAt - W 1 I> [A t+x - W[, 1 <- j <~ n. 
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Therefore IAj- WI < [g(n -p)/(n -p)]  for every i >I n -p  + 1. Hence 
i=1 _p[g(_n -p ) ]  i~=~ [mi- Wl>~ ~ lai l -q e n -p  
-p[g(---n-P-)]=g(n-p), 
>g(n) -q  L n--p 
a contradiction. [] 
Corollary 5.2. Let (Ai: l <<-i<~n) (n - l  (modp)), be a 
Pickwick plays first. Then Pickwick wins if and only if 
n--p 
E IA~I > g(n - 1, p,  q). 
i----1 
uniform game where 
Proof. Since Pickwick plays An-p+1,  . . .  , An, this game has the same value as 
the uniform game (A1, An , . . . ,  A~-I) where the Club plays first. 
Chvfital and Erd6s defined in [1] a function f as follows: 
(1) f(1, q)=0 
(2) f (n ,  q)  = [n( f (n  - 1, q) + q)/(n - 1))]. 
Lemma 5.3. g(n; 1, q) =f(n, q) + q. 
The proof is left to the reader. 
Corollary 5.4. Let (A1, A2, . . . ,  A,) be a uniform game such that lAd I> IA21 >t 
• --I> [An[. Then Pickwick wins playing first in the (1, q)-game if and only if 
ET--, [A,I > f(n, q). 
Proof. We show that EiL11Ail <~f(n, q) if and only if ET-# IAi[ ~g(n - 1, 1, q). 
Suppose E7=1 [Ail <-f(n~ q), then 
IA,[ ~< [ f (~ q)]~< [g(n, 1: ) -q ]  : [g(n n 1_ : ,  q)] 
(by Lemma 6.4 and the definition of g). Hence 
n l [, nx i q,] 
IAi[ <-f(n, q ) -  
i=1  n-1  
<~g(n, i, q)--q--Fig(n- i, 1, q){ q=g(n - 1; i, q). 
n--1 L .1 
In order to show the only if part, suppose E['---~ [Ai[<~g(n- 1; 1, q). Since 
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IA.I < IA.-, I ,  we have IA.I ~< [g(n - 1; 1, q)/ (n  - 1)], 
[Ai l<-g(n-l , l ,q)+ g ) <-g(n;1, q) -q=f(n,q) .  
i= l  
Now, the corollary follows from Corollary 5.2. [] 
Note. Corollary 5.4 is Theorem 2.1 of [1] (used as lemma in other parts of [1]). 
The proof given in [1] for this result seems incorrect. In order to prove that this 
condition is sufficient, the following assertion is given in [1]: let (Ai: i e I) be any 
family of sets (the cardinalities are not supposed almost equal). If Ei~, [Ai[> 
f([I[, p), then the Breaker, playing first has a winning strategy in the (1, q)-Box 
Game on (Ai: i E I). 
This statement is false. Take for instance lad=lAd=l ;  Ia3l=f(3, q). 
Obviously, the Breaker cannot win this game. 
6. The general case 
Proposition 6.1. Let sg =(A i ;  l <~i<~n) be a minimal Club (p, q)-game, Then 
Za<<-i<~n IAi[ <~ g(n, p, q). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n, the result is obvious for n = 1. 
Let W be the first move of the Uniformizing Strategy. By Theorem 4.1 and 
Lemma 2.4, the game (Ai-  W; 1 <~i ~n-p)  is a minimal Club game. By the 
induction hypothesis, we have 
IAi - wI  ~ g(n - p). 
l<~i<~n - -p  
By the definition of the Uniformizing Strategy, we have 
IA. - WI <-IA.-1 - WI <""  ~< IA.-p - Wl. 
Using (1), we have 
IA,,-p - WI * [g(_n -_p) ]. 
t .n -p J  
Using (2) and (3), we have 
X IAi-WI<'P[ g(n-p)]  
It follows that 
Z IA,-WJ 
i >n  - -p  
= g(n). 
Z IA, I = Iwl + Z la , -  wl + 
i ~n  i ~n - -p  
<'q+g(n--p)+PL n--p j 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
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Coro l la ry  6.2. Let (Ai:l<<-i<~n) be a (p,q)-game, with n=kp+l .  Then 
Pickwick wins if for every s, 0 <<-s <<- k, Ei>__n_ps IAi[ > g(n  - sp). 
The proof results easily from Proposition 6.1. 
We note that the sufficient condition of Corollary 6.2 is not necessary. 
Let ~t = (A1, A2, • • •, An) be a (p, q)-Box Game. Let ai = IAi], 1 <~ i ~ n. We 
suppose that al >I a2 >I" " • >~ an. Set a = (a~, . . . ,  an). 
We identify an element of Ai with its index in T(a). In particular in the game 
defined in Fig. 1, we write 
A~ = {1, 7, 13, 18, 21, 24, 26}, 
A2 = {2, 8, 14, 19, 22, 25, 27}, 
A3 = {3, 9, 15, 20, 23}, 
A4= {4, 10, 16}, 
As = {5, 11, 17}, 
A6 = {6, 12}. 
Let r(M) be the greatest integer m such that every element of An_rap is smaller 
than lal - mq, r(~t) = 0 if no such integer exists. 
By the definition of r(~),  the game becomes uniform after r(~t)+ 1 moves 
when the Club plays the Uniformizing Strategy. 
Lemma 6.3. Let ~= (A1, A2,..., An) be a game such that r (~)=r  and 
r~,~>n_p, IA,I ~< g(n - pr) + qr. Then the Club wins. 
Proof. Suppose the contrary and let W/be the ith move of the Uniformizing 
Strategy applied on ~. Let W = W~+I. Let ~ = (B1, B2, . . . , Bn-pr) be the game 
obtained after the rth move of Pickwick. It is clear that ~ - W is a uniform game. 
It follows from Theorem 5.1 that 
IB, - wl  >- 1 + g(n -p ( r  + 1)). 
i~n--p(r + l ) 
We shall prove that 
IB._,~- wl I-- 9)1 
L n -p ( r+ l )  J" 
Suppose the contrary, then since ~ - W is uniform we have 
IBn_rp 
It follows that 
vcl <~ [g~- -P ( r  +_ l)) 
L n -p ( r+ l )  ]" 
i~n--p(r + l ) 
(5) 
(6) 
x))[g~ -p(~.~)) ~' IB i -WI<~(n-p( r+ L n -p ( r+ l )  ]<-g(n -p( r+ l ) ) ,  
a contradiction. Then (6) holds. 
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Using (6) we see that 
i<~n--ap 
=p[g(n  
]B~-Wl>>' l+g(n-p( r+ l ) )  L n -p ( r+ l )  J 
= g(n  - p r )  + 1 - q.  (7) 
i~n- -p ( r+ l )  
We prove that 
IBn-p(r+l)+l- Wl ~< L[g(--nn-p(r+l)-P(r+-l)) ]. 
Suppose the contrary. We have, using the fact that ~ - W is uniform, 
[g(_n.--p(r +_.l)) 
IB , -W[>>' (n -p( r+ I ) ) (+ L n_p( r+ l) ] ) 
i<~n--p(r + l ) 
> g(n -p ( r  + 1), 
contradicting (8). As in the proof of the lemma, we have 
[Bi - WI <~ (n - pr)  - q. 
i~n- -pr  
As in the proof of Lemma 6.3, we deduce a contradiction. [] 
[B j -  W[~g(n-p( r  + l)). (8) 
(9) 
Since W~ N Aj = ~, i <~ r and j > n - pr, we have 
[B~[ = ~ [A~[ - pr <<- g(n - pr). 
i ~n  --pr i <~n --pr 
Using this last relation, we see that 
[Bi - W[ <<- g(n - pr) - p, contradicting (7). 
i~n  --pr 
This last contradiction shows that the Club wins (moreover he wins using the 
Uniformizing Strategy). [] 
Theorem 6.4. Let ~t = (A1, • • . ,  An) be a (p, q)-game, n - 1 (modp). Then 
Pickwick wins if and only if for every j, 1 ~<j <~n, j - 1 (modp), 
Ia,I > g(n - prj) + qri, 
i>~j 
where ~ = r(A i, Aj+I, . . . , An). 
Proof. The condition is necessary by Lemma 6.3, we prove its sufficiency by 
induction. Suppose this is true for all Club game n' < n and false for n. It follows 
that ~t is a minimal by Theorem 4.1, the Club wins using the Uniformizing 
Strategy. We use the notations of the proof of Lemma 6.3. The game ~ - W is a 
uniform game. Then 
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7. Numerical results 
The function g(n;p, q) is defined inductively for n ~- 1 (modp) by 
g(1 ;p ,q )=q,  g (n+p;P 'q )=g(n ;p 'q )+q+P[g(n ;p 'q ) ]  
Proposition 7.1. For all integers p, q, l<~p<~q, we have g(kp + 1;p, q) = 
o(k log k) when k--> ~. 
Proof. Set g(kp + 1; p, q) = gk. Using the inequalities 
Pgk Pgk 
gk + q -- p "+ kp +--------~ <- gk + l <~ gk + q + kp +----l " 
We get 
gk <-(kp + 1)q(1 +- -  
1 1) +. . .+m 
p+l  kp+l  ' 
and 
( 1 1)  
gk>~(kp+ l ) (q- -p)  l+~+- . -+kp+ p l  ~ kp+l .  
Hence 
( ) ( 1) 1 +P- 1+½+-- -+~ , gk<qk 1+½+- . .+~ +(kp+l )q  q 
and 
( 1) 
gk>(q- -p )k  1+½+. . -+~ . 
Proposition 7.1 follows since (1 + ½ +- • • + 1/k)/log k--> 1 when k--> ~. [] 
The inductive relation can be exactly solved when q =p + 1. 
Proposition 7.2. Let p >I 1 and n be integers, n =- 1 (modp). We have 
1 
g(n;p, p + 1)= nd +-( (p  + 1)2n - (p  + 1)d+1), 
P 
where d = ['+1log n]. 
In particular for all integers n >I 1, 
g(n; 1, 2) = n[21og n] + 4n - 2 [2~°g n]+l. 
Remark 7.3. Adopting the point of view of Pickwick, we say that a game 
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a = (al, • • •, an) in normal form is s-minimally winning (s for size) if a is winning 
for Pickwick but any game b with l(b)= l(a) and b ~< a, b :/: a, is losing, resp. 
s-maximally losing if a is losing but any game b with l(b) = l(a) and b I> a, b :/: a, 
is winning. Clearly, for given p, q, the list of all s-minimally winning games, or 
that of all s-maximally losing games, is sufficient o classify all games. 
The situation is specially simple in the case q =p + 1. It can be shown that: 
For all integers p I> 1, k 1> 0 there is a unique s-maximally losing (p, p + 1)- 
game of length n = kp + 1, namely the uniform game of size g(n;p, p + 1). 
We point out that there are in general several s-maximally losing games of a 
given length q/> p + 2. 
Finally we mention a problem: Find a solution of the Box Game when Pickwick 
wants to claim at least c elements of each set, c t>2, (here c = 1); or more 
generally ci elements of the set Ai, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. 
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